The efficient execution of image processing pipelines on GPUs is an area of active research. The state-of-art involves 1) dividing portions of an image into overlapped tiles, where each tile can be processed by a single thread block and 2) fusing loops together to improve memory locality. However, the state-of-the-art has two limitations: 1) synchronization between all threads across thread blocks has a nontrivial cost and 2) autoscheduling algorithms use an overly simplified model of GPUs.
Introduction
Image processing is an important part of several fields of science and engineering, including computer vision, embedded vision, computational photography, and medical imaging. Image processing programs execute on a variety of platforms, from embedded systems in cameras to high-performance clusters that process large amounts of image data. With the increasing demand and sophistication of image processing computations, including the real-time requirements of certain domains, there is a need for high-performance implementations of image processing programs. The last decade has generated a lot of interest in efficiently executing stencils and image processing programs on GPUs [6, 11, [20] [21] [22] [23] 25 ].
An image processing program is logically structured as a pipeline, where the pipeline is a directed acyclic graph of connected stages, and each stage performs per-pixel data parallel operations on the input image and produces output for dependent stages. A pipeline may have a few point-wise functions or hundreds of stencil operations and reductions. There are several domain-specific languages for writing image processing pipelines, including Halide [21] , PolyMage [18] , and Forma [22] . These DSLs allow programmers to express the pipeline in a natural way, but still get high-performance code by applying key optimizations, including loop fusion and overlapped tiling. Fusing stages together allows the program to exploit locality. Loop fusion is performed on the basis of a schedule that is either specified by an expert [21, 22] or automatically generated using heuristics [4, 13, 16, 17] . Overlapped tiling [18, 21, 22] splits the stage into overlapping regions that can be processed in parallel without synchronization with other tiles. On a GPU, each tile is mapped to a thread block, which stores the intermediate scratchpad arrays in shared memory. However, synchronization is still required across stages, to ensure that all produced values are ready before they are consumed by the next stage.
However, current approaches to overlapped tiling and automatic loop fusion do not fully leverage the capabilities of modern GPUs. Processing an overlapped tile per block has a high synchronization cost across stages, can require a significant amount of shared memory, and does not leverage new architectural features, such as the ability of threads in a warp to read each other's registers [1, Chapter B.16] . Moreover, state-of-the-art autoscheduling algorithms for loop fusion and tile-size selection do not employ a rich cost model for GPUs [16] . In fact, we found that hand-written schedules significantly outperform automatically produced schedules. The fundamental problem with today's auto-schedulers is that they are greedy algorithms that do not account for GPUspecific details, such as the number of global memory transactions, occupancy, shared memory, and register usage.
In this paper, we first present a new GPU-based execution model for image processing pipelines. Our approach leverages the architecture of modern GPUs in several ways. 1) We exploit the fact that all threads in a warp can synchronize using low overhead warp synchronization. 2) We exploit warp shuffle [1, Chapter B.16] instructions, which are available in recent GPUs that allow threads in a warp to read each others' register values. This allows us to eliminate certain redundant computations that are necessary in overlapped tiling, and store portions of tiles in registers instead of shared memory. 3) We present a fusion and tile size selection algorithm that uses Dynamic Programming Fusion [13] with a novel cost model to automatically select optimal fusion choices according to the cost model along with tile sizes and thread block sizes. Our cost model accounts for several factors that affect the performance of GPU kernels, including the number of global memory transactions, theoretical and achieved occupancy, and GPU resource utilization.
This paper thus makes the following contributions.
1. We present an approach to overlapped tiling on GPUs that executes one overlapped tile per warp, which significantly decreases synchronization costs (Section 4). 2. We present hybrid tiling, an approach that stores portions of a tile in registers instead of shared memory, reducing the fraction of redundant computations, and shared memory utilization, all of which can improve performance. Hybrid tiling relies on warp shuffle instructions available in recent GPUs (Section 5). 3. We present a fast automatic fusion and tile size selection algorithm that considers key factors affecting the performance of an image processing pipeline on a GPU, including the number of global memory transactions, fraction of redundant computations, and occupancy (Section 6). 4. We implement the above in a new GPU backend for PolyMage [18] , which is a DSL embedded in Python for writing image processing pipelines. (The current implementation of PolyMage only supports CPUs.) 5. Using established benchmarks, we compare our approach to expert-written schedules for Halide and Halide's autoscheduler for GPUs [16] . On a GeForce GTX 1080Ti, we achieve a speedup of 2.15× over expert written schedules, 6.83× over autoscheduler, and 5.16× over autotuner. On a Tesla V100, we achieve a speedup of 1.72× over expert written schedules, 12.67× over autoscheduler, and 8× over autotuner. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the architecture of NVIDIA GPUs, CUDA, the PolyMage DSL, and Dynamic Programming Fusion. Section 3 presents an overview of our approach with a canonical example. Section 4 presents our technique for running one overlapped tile per warp technique. Section 5 presents hybrid tiling. Section 6 presents our automatic fusion algorithm. Section 7 evaluates our work in comparison to state of the art Halide DSL and PolyMage's autotuner. Finally, Section 8 discusses related work and Section 9 concludes.
Background

NVIDIA GPU Architecture
An NVIDIA GPU consists several Simultaneous Multiprocessors (SM) that execute one or more thread blocks. Each SM 1 int val = rand (); 2 for ( int offset = 16; offset > 0; offset /= 2) 3 val += __shfl_sync(0xffffffff, val, threadIdx.x + offset, At each iteration, each thread add next offset thread's val to its val. At the end of loop, val of the first thread contains the sum.
consists of 1) several CUDA cores with 32 cores executing one warp, 2) shared memory, and 3) registers. The number of warps that a SM can execute concurrently depends on the shared memory usage of each thread block and register usage of each thread. Occupancy is the ratio of the number of concurrently executing warps to the maximum number of warps supported. When a warp accesses global memory, its execution is delayed due to memory access latency. To hide this latency, the warp scheduler switches execution to another warp that is ready to execute while memory is loaded.
Current stencil computations code generators for GPUs use thread block synchronization between each producerconsumer stage. The __syncthreads function synchronizes all threads in a block. Therefore, until all warps of the thread block reach __syncthreads, no warp is allowed to proceed. Therefore, the SM must switch to another warp when the current warp performs global memory access, hence, thread block synchronization can force an SM to idle if all other threads are waiting for their memory access to be satisfied.
Warp Synchronization using __syncwarp synchronizes all threads in a warp, and no thread can proceed until all threads reach the synchronization point. Warp synchronization is lightweight compared to thread block synchronization and does not force an SM to idle, because the SM does not switch warps to synchronize.
Warp Shuffle
The warp shuffle instructions [1, Chapter B.16] available in recent GPUs allow threads to read register values from other threads in the same warp. __shfl_sync takes four arguments: 1) a 32-bit mask of threads participating in the shuffle, 2) a variable stored in the register to read, 3) the index of the source thread containing the register, and 4) the warp size. Similarly, __shfl_down_sync and __shfl_up_sync read registers from a thread with an index immediately before or after the calling thread. Figure 1 shows an example from [3] of reduction using __shfl_sync. For a shuffle to succeed both the calling thread and source thread must execute the instruction.
PolyMage: A DSL for Image Processing Pipelines
PolyMage [18] is a DSL embedded in Python for writing image processing programs. The PolyMage compiler transforms programs in the DSL into high-performance code for CPUs. A PolyMage program is expressed as a multi-stage pipeline, where each stage is a function that transforms its input into output for other stages. A pipeline is a directed acyclic graph (DAG) of stages, connected with producerconsumer relationship. Figure 2 shows an image blurring program (blur) with two stages (blurx and blury). The parameters to the pipeline are the number of rows and columns in the image (line 1). The program first feeds the input image (img on line 9) to blurx, and then the output of blurx to blury. Each stage is a function mapping a multi-dimensional integer domain to values representing intensities of image pixels (lines 19 and 21) . The domain of the function is defined at lines 12-14. blurx takes the image as input and blurs it in the xdirection (lines [19] [20] . blury blurs the output of blurx in the y-direction and produces the output of this pipeline (lines [21] [22] . The PolyMage's compiler performs loop fusion on producer-consumer stages to improve locality and provide parallel execution. When fusing two stages, PolyMage performs overlapped tiling using polyhedral transformations. Two adjacent tiles perform redundant computations to ensure that all the data required to compute the output of a tile (known as liveouts) is available within that tile, providing parallel execution of all tiles. Within a tile, the output of a producer stage is transferred to its consumer using small buffers called scratchpads. A scratchpad is small enough to fit in a CPU cache, or in the case of our work, a scratchpad fits in GPU shared memory or registers.
Dynamic Programming Fusion
Dynamic Programming Fusion (DP-Fusion) [13] is an algorithm that performs automatic fusion of image processing pipelines in a few seconds. The schedules found by DPFusion are competitive with those produced by an autotuner after days and better than Halide's CPU autoscheduler [17] . Register t1 t2 t3 t4 t1 t2 t1 t2 t3 t4 t1 t2 t3 t4 t1 t2 t3 t4 Instead of using a greedy algorithm and a simple cost function of autoscheduler, DP-Fusion enumerates all valid fusion possibilities and uses dynamic programming combined with an analytic cost function to significantly decrease the runtime of a combinatorial algorithm. Among all fusion possibilities, DP-Fusion finds the best fusion choices on the basis of the cost of candidate fused loops. The cost of fused loops is calculated using a cost function that also uses a model to determine tile sizes.
Overview
In this section, we explain the limitations of previous work and provide an overview of our technique. Figure 3 shows CUDA code that is equivalent to the code that Halide produces for blur pipeline. The code fuses both blurx and blury together and uses overlapped tiles of length tile in the xdimension and length 1 in y-dimension. Moreover, it creates a scratchpad for blurx in shared memory and assigns each for (tx = 0; tx < tile/2+1; tx++) 7 xx = tx * warpSize + threadIdx.x%warpSize; 8 x = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x * tx + blockDim.x * tx + threadIdx.x; 9 if (xx < tile * warpSize+2)
x = warp_idx + 8 * warpSize + lane_id_x; Figure 5 . CUDA code for blur pipeline with blurx and blury fused in an overlapped tile of size tile in x-dimension, which is computed by one warp and first half of the tile is stored in shared memory with other half stored in registers.
tile to one thread block. During execution, all threads first compute blurx in parallel by looping over all points in the tile (lines 5-9) and then blury in similar fashion (lines [11] [12] [13] [14] . This code uses thread-block synchronization to ensure that all values of blurx in a tile are ready before the computation of blury starts (line 10). For tile = 2 and block sizes of 32 × 2 × 3 this code gives the best performance and runs in 2ms for a 4096×4096×3 image on NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti. However, recall from Section 2 that thread block synchronization is costly because it can force an SM to idle. Our technique performs overlapped tiling and execute each overlapped tile per warp (OTPW ). First, it processes blurx by assigning consecutive data points to consecutive threads in a warp, and then blury in the same manner. Synchronization is done by calling __syncwarp between blurx and blury. For tile = 16 and block sizes of 64 × 4 × 3 this code gives best performance and runs at 1.5 ms, hence, gives a speedup of 1.33× over the code in Figure 3 . However, this approach (and the approach taken by Halide) suffer from high shared memory usage and low occupancy. For example, the code for OTPW has shared memory usage of more than 16KB leading to 62.5% occupancy.
To address this problem, we introduce hybrid tiling, which is a technique that stores tiles in both registers and shared memory. Moreover, each warp processes one tile, hybrid tiling can use warp shuffle to allow one thread to read data points stored in other threads' registers. This eliminates the need for per thread redundant computation as well. Storing tiles in registers increases performance by 1) decreasing the shared memory usage, thereby, increasing the occupancy, and 2) decreasing the access time because register access is faster than shared memory access [14] . Since, nvcc reports that above code uses only 24 registers and on GTX 1080Ti we can store 8 data points in registers and half the shared memory usage, leading to 100% occupancy. Figure 5 shows the code with hybrid tiling for tile = 16. As shown in Figure 4 , data points of blurx for one half of the overlapped tile is stored in shared memory while the other half is stored in the registers. Lines 6-10 processes blurx on the first half of the overlapped tile stored in shared memory using a warp by assigning consecutive data points to consecutive threads in a warp and looping over all points in one tile. Lines 12-16 unroll the loop and store each data point in registers. Lines 18-22 compute the values of blury for half of the tile that is stored in shared memory. Lines 24-25 retrieve the values of blurx from other threads using warp shuffle. Since, the first two values for the first thread in a warp are the values produced and stored in shared memory by last two threads of that warp, lines 26-28 retrieve the last two values of shared memory for that warp. Line 30 computes each blury point for the eighth tile. Similarly, for the ninth tile, lines 32-38 retrieve the values of blurx_9 from previous threads and for first two threads of warp values of blurx_8 are retrieved from last two threads of the warp. Similarly, code is generated for the remaining six iterations. Since, the code uses only eight extra registers and decreases the shared memory usage by half, the theoretical occupancy is increased to 100%. This code runs at 1.3ms which is 1.15× faster than the code using OTPW and 1.54× faster than the code in Figure 3 .
In summary, our approach uses low cost synchronization, stores tiles in registers, and decreases shared memory usage. We also target the problem of fusing pipeline stages and choosing tile and thread block sizes with an automatic fusion algorithm. Our algorithm considers key factors affecting the performance of GPU kernels which are not considered in previous work [4, 16, 17] : (i) number of global memory transactions, (ii) achieved and theoretical occupancy, (iii) GPU resource usage, and (iv) fraction of overlapping computations.
Overlap Tile per Warp
In this section, we present our execution model that executes one Overlap Tile per Warp (OTPW ). We present an algorithm to determine 1) the tile sizes for each overlap tiles based on thread block sizes, 2) assignment of consumer data points to each thread, 3) the size of scratchpad buffers, and 4) the fraction of overlap. We follow these notation:x, y and z are the three dimensions; i is a dimension from {x, y, z}; (N x , N y , N z ) is the input size; (B x , B y , B z ) is the thread block size; a thread's coordinates in a thread block is (t x , t y , t z ); and the tile sizes are (T x ,T y ,T z ) where (O n x , O n y , O n z ) is the overlap in each dimension for the n th stage.
A three-dimensional thread coordinate is converted to the linear thread ID t x + B x × t y + B x × B y × t z . The Warp ID of a thread is the thread ID divided by WarpSize and the index of a thread in a warp (known as its lane ID) of a thread is the remainder of this division. We define warp sizes, W x , W y , W z such that:
In above equations we assume that number of threads in a thread block are a multiple of WarpSize. (We can pad extra threads if needed to ensure that this is the case.) These warp sizes are the number of threads with distinct ids of that dimension in a warp. The number of warps in dimension i is equal to the ratio of block size to the warp size of that dimension, i.e.,
. The warp ID of a thread in a dimension is the floor of division of the thread's ID in that dimension to the warp size of that dimension, i.e.,
and lane ID is the remainder of the division, t i mod W i . Note that product of all warp sizes obtained from above equation is equal to WarpSize. For a given overlapped tile sizes, we create a warp overlapped tile by extending the tile sizes of each dimension to cover exactly one warp. The total number of points in a warp overlapped tile excluding the redundant computations is a product of number of points in the given overlapped tile sizes and WarpSize. For the given overlapped tile size, size of the warp overlapped tile is
Tiling a dimension produces two dimensions: an outer dimension that is iterated from the number of tiles and an inner dimension that is iterated the tile size times. The outer dimension is initialized to the warp ID of that dimension. The inner dimension is initialized to the lane ID in that dimension and the product of current tile iteration and WarpSize. To process each warp tile, the consecutive threads in i th dimension are assigned consecutive data points in an outer loop that runs for T i times.
The size of each scratchpad for a stage is exactly the number of data points computed by the thread block for that stage. For the n th stage, each warp computes two types of data points in i th dimension: 1) T i × W i computations for the tile, and 2) O n i overlapping computations. We represent the number of data points computed (and the size of the scratchpad) for n th stage as i ∈ {x,y,z }
. Performing tiling produces extra conditional branches and arithmetic instructions, we do not perform OTPW in a dimension when the warp size in that dimension is 1. Therefore, if there are no dimensions with warp sizes greater than one, we do not perform OTPW. There will be at least one dimension that will have warp size greater than 1, if the group processes more than one point in its input.
The fraction of overlap in OTPW for a 2-D n th stage is
We now present a hybrid tiling technique that uses the fact that overlapped tiles are computed in a warp.
Hybrid Tiling
In this section we present hybrid tiling, which divides a tile between shared memory and registers. We use warp shuffles to allow each thread to access required data from other threads in a warp, which eliminates the need for redundant computations within a tile. Hybrid Tiling solves the issues of shared memory only tiling. 1) Storing a part of a tile in registers decreases allocated shared memory, that might increasing the occupancy and lower the data transfer cost.
2) With larger tile sizes the fraction of redundant computations per tile is decreased. 3) Since register accesses using warp shuffles are faster than shared memory, storing tiles in registers leads to faster accesses of data points.
To implement such a hybrid scheme, we split the warp overlapped tile over a split dimension, into two tiles with one tile stored in the shared memory and other tile stored in registers as shown in Figure 4 . Within a warp overlapped tile, we create two parallelogram tiles of half of size of warp overlapped tile in the split dimension and the same size as that of warp overlapped tile in other dimensions. The slope of the parallelogram tiles are parallel to the right hyperplane of the warp overlapped tile in the split dimension. If the parallelogram tiles are parallel to the left hyperplane, then two adjacent tiles will have cyclic dependencies. To avoid this problem, the left parallelogram tile including the overlap on the left side is stored in shared memory and right parallelogram tile is stored in registers. Since, the right tile is dependent on left tile tile on the right tile, the left tile must be generated before the right tile. Since all producer loads by OPTW are in shared memory, we need to convert these loads to access data stored in registers. Figure 4 shows the type of producer loads in register tiles. Each producer value used in the loop is loaded from one of the four locations: Case 1 ○ a register of the current thread, if the load index in the split dimension is same as the iteration in the split dimension, Case 2 ○ from shared memory, if the load index is less than the lower bound of register tile in split dimension, Case 3
○ from a register of another thread, if the load index in any dimension is less than the iteration of that dimension, and Case 4
○ from a register of previous tile iteration of another thread, if the load index in any dimension is less than the iteration of that dimension.
Algorithm 1 is our hybrid tiling algorithm. The HybridTiling function takes the group, tile sizes, and warp sizes as parameters and generates code for hybrid tiling. For given tile sizes and warp sizes, the split dimension is found that must have tile size of more than 1 (line 31). If no split dimension is found then tiles are stored only in the shared memory. We first generate the shared memory tile using the existing PolyMage's compiler and then generate register tiles using GenRegTile function takes the stage of group, split dimension, and tile size as argument (lines 35-36).
For all the iterations, the loops are unrolled and each computed value is stored in a distinct variable instead of shared memory (lines 22-23). We unroll loop for all iterations for the given stage including the overlapping computations for all dimensions other than split dimension because the tile stored in register is a parallelogram in the split dimension. The source lane is set to the difference between current lane id, and difference of iteration index and load index of split dimension (line 27). We also set the index of lane id for previous tile iteration to the difference of warp size and difference of iteration index and load index of split dimension (line 28). Consequently, when the load index and iteration index are the same, the source lane ID of a dimension is set to current dimension and previous tile iteration lane id is set to warp size. Each producer load expression in the loop is replaced with suitable register reads using warp shuffle or shared memory reads (line 29).
UpdateProducerLoad takes the load indices, warp sizes, prev tile iteration lane indices, and source lane indices in each dimension. If all source lane ids are set to current lane id then register access from same thread is generated (Case 1 ○ of Figure 4) . Otherwise, we expand the multi-dimensional source lane index and prev lane index into an expression by multiplying each index by size of next dimension and summing all (lines 5-8). We generate __shfl_sync with a mask, variable name, and the expression to determine the target thread (Case 3 ○ of Figure 4 ) (line 9). GetMask retrieves the mask expression. If there are conditionals in a computation then the mask has to be determined based on the condition used by the conditional otherwise a full mask is returned. Since, all source and target threads must participate in the warp shuffle, generated warp shuffle is executed by all threads specified in the mask. A shared memory access is required only if the current iteration in the split dimension is the first iteration of the register tile (Case 2 ○ of Figure 4 ) (line 11). In this case, an if expression is generated that updates the value of variable based on the lane ID in split shMemLd ← GenSharedMemoryTileAccess(load) 13: newLd ← IfExprAST(lastLoad, shMemLd, shfl) prevVar ← CvtLoadToVar(prevLoad) 17: prevShfl ← GenShuffle(GetMask(), prevVar, prevLane) 18: newLd ← IfExprAST(lastLoad, prevShfl, shfl) 19: return CvtLoadToExp(load, newLd) 20: function GenRegTile(H, splitDim, tileSize, warpSize) 21: for all iter ∈ AllIterations(H, tileSize, splitDim) do 22: loop ← UnrollLoop(H, iter) 23: CvtConsumerStoresToVar(loop) 24: for all load ∈ GetProducerLoads(loop) do GenRegTile(H, splitDim, tileSize, warpSize) dimension and difference of load index and iteration index (lines 11-13). Otherwise, another shuffle instruction must be executed by all threads is generated to access load index of previous iteration and the result of value is stored in a new variable (Case 4 ○ of Figure 4 ) (lines [16] [17] [18] ). An if expression is generated that selects between the value of two shuffles, if the difference of load index and iteration index is negative.
Automatic Fusion for GPUs
In this section, we present an automatic fusion algorithm that select stages to fuse with tile sizes and thread block sizes for each fused loop. Our approach leverages DP-Fusion [13] , which is an algorithm that efficiently enumerates all fusion possibilities, given a cost function. We introduce a cost function that calculates the minimum cost of a sequence of fused loops, along with optimal tile sizes and thread block sizes.
Preprocessing Our algorithm requires register usage and computation time of one iteration of each stage as parameters. We obtain both by first generating code for each stage such that no two stages are fused, all global memory loads are replaced with shared memory loads, all loops perform single iteration, and outermost loop is nested inside a loop of one million iterations. We obtain the per iteration time by getting the time taken to execute the kernel by one thread block with one thread and dividing this by one million. We get register usage using nvcc. Algorithm 2 is our cost function that takes four arguments: (i) a group of stages to fused, G, (ii) tile sizes, (iii) thread block sizes, and (iv) whether to do hybrid tiling or not, and returns the cost. Cost uses hardware configuration of a GPU listed in Table 1 if not constantDependenceVectors(G) then return ∞ 3: totalThreads ← TotalThreads(GetDimSizes(G), tileSize) 4: warpTileSizes ← WarpTile(tileSizes, WarpSizes(tbSize)) 5: warpsPerTB ← ThreadsPerTB(tbSize) ÷ WarpSize 6: tbPerSM ← totalThreads ÷ ThreadsPerTB(tbSize) ÷ NSMs 7: warpTileVol ← ComputeTileVol(G, warpTileSizes) 8: totalBuff ← NumBuffers(G) 9: shMemPerTB ← warpTileVol × warpsPerTB × totalBuff 10: regTile ← 0 11: if isHybridTile then 12: shMemPerTB ← regTile ← shMemPerTB ÷ 2 13: if shMemPerTB > MaxShMemPerTb then return ∞ 14: totalGLMemTxs ← 0 15: for all glLoad ∈ GetGlobalMemLoads(G) do 16: warpLoad ← GLLoadsInWarp(glLoad, tileSize, tbSize) 17: glTxs ← MinGLTxs(warpLoad, GlMemTxSz) 18: totalGLMemTxs ← totalGLMemTxs + glTxs × tileVol 19: maxTBPerSM ← min( ShMemPerSM shMemPerTB , MaxTbPerSM) 20: shMemOcc ← min(maxTBPerSM × warpsPerTB, MaxWarpPerSM) 21: regPerTh ← regTile + H∈G RegUsage(H) 22: if regPerTh > MaxRegPerTh then return ∞ return cost of dependencies (line 2). We determine dimension sizes of group, total threads in the grid, threads per thread block, number of warps per thread block, and warp overlapped tile sizes (lines 3-5). We distribute all thread blocks equally to each SM (line 6). We retrieves the volume of each tile, the number of intermediate buffers, and multiply them with number of warps per thread block to determine shared memory usage per thread block (lines 7-9). If hybrid tiling is used, shared memory tile is split in half and updates register tile value (line 12). We check if the shared memory used per thread block is more than the maximum shared memory (line 13). Below we explain how we determine each of the cost components:
• Number of Global Memory Transactions: The cost function estimates the number of global memory transactions that either loads input images or inputs to the group (lines [15] [16] [17] [18] . The number of global memory transactions depends both on tile sizes and thread block sizes. Using [27] , we retrieve the loads for each global memory load for all threads in a warp line (line 16). We coalesces all memory loads into the minimum number of transactions (line 17). Finally, we calculate the total number of transactions (line 18).
• Theoretical Occupancy: The cost function estimates theoretical occupancy based on shared memory and register usage. We calculate the maximum number of thread blocks supported by an SM based on the shared memory usage and take its minimum with MaxTbPerSM (line 19). Multiplying this value with number of warps per thread block gives the occupancy from shared memory usage (line 20).
We sum register usage of all stages in the group obtained in preprocessing step to get the register usage of the group (line 21). We obtain the occupancy from register usage by determining the maximum number of warps supported based on register usage and taking the minimum with the MaxWarpPerSM (lines [23] [24] . Ratio of minimum of both occupancies to MaxWarpPerSM is the theoretical occupancy (line 25).
• Achieved Occupancy: The cost function estimates achieved occupancy based on the ratio of time spent in global memory loads to the time spent in computations. This ratio must be decreased, since, theoretical occupancy cannot be reached at runtime if warps spent most of their time waiting for memory requests to be fulfilled and an SM's compute resources are idle. To determine the time spent in global memory loads, we divide the theoretical global memory bandwidth equally among all SMs, and then among all warps that can execute in parallel (line 26), hence, obtain the time spent in all global memory transactions (line 27). We do not use a cost model to obtain the computation time because GPU uses optimizations like pipelining instead we obtain the execution time of each stage as mentioned in preprocessing and then determine the computation time for the group by the summing the computation time for individual stages and multiplying that by the tile size (line 29).
• Shared Memory and Register Usage: The cost function maximizes the shared memory and register usage in addition to occupancy because while higher occupancy can imply lower shared memory or register usage, high shared memory or register usage can lead to lower occupancy. We calculate per thread block shared memory usage and register usage (line 31-33) when all thread blocks are executing concurrently based on the occupancy. 
Evaluation
In this section we evaluate our work. We investigate the following questions: 1) Does our automatic loop fusion algorithm run sufficiently fast? 2) How does the OTPW execution model compare to the state-of-the-art? 3) Hoes does OTPW with Hybrid Tiling compare to the state-of-art?
Experimental Setup We use a 3.4 GHz, quad-core Intel i5-4670 CPU with 16GB RAM and two GPUs: an NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti and an NVIDIA Tesla V100. Table 1 lists several key attributes of both GPUs. For our benchmarks, we use six canonical image processing applications that have appeared in prior work [4, 13, 17, 18, 21] . Table 2 reports the number of stages and the size of the input image for each benchmark. We compare our work to the latest version of Halide, using both expert-written schedules [2] and its GPU autoscheduler [16] . We compiled Halide with LLVM 8.0. We executed each benchmark for 3 samples with each sample containing 100 runs. We report the minimum of average of each sample.
Cost Function Weights
The cost function that we use for automatic fusion requires several weights that are GPUdependent. We determine the best weights empirically using three benchmarks (Unsharp Mask, Harris Corner Detection, and Multiscale Interpolate). Table 3 shows the weights for both GPUs.
Automatic Fusion Time
We first measure the time it takes for automatic fusion to process each benchmark program to find an optimal schedule. We use Bounded DP Fusion with ∞ as the limit [13] . Our cost model searches for thread block sizes in at maximum three dimensions, such that number of threads in a thread block is a multiple of WarpSize. Moreover, searches for tile Table 4 . Execution times (in ms) of benchmarks and speedup of PolyMage-GPU on GTX 1080Ti and Tesla V100.
1080Ti V100 1080Ti V100 1080Ti V100 1080Ti V100 1080Ti V100 1080Ti V100 Table 4. sizes from 1 to 32 in each dimension. The Fusion column in Table 2 shows time taken, which ranges from less than a second to up to 30 seconds for benchmarks with a few dozen stages. Therefore, we conclude that our approach to automatic fusion is sufficiently fast.
Performance Evaluation
We now evaluate the runtime performance of one tile per warp (OTPW) and OTPW with hybrid tiling. For comparison, we run the same benchmarks in Halide using both its autoscheduler and expert-written schedules. We run all benchmarks in four ways:
1. PolyMage-GPU is our implementation of OTPW with hybrid tiling and uses the loop fusion algorithm evaluated above. 1 2. PolyMage-A uses OTPW and Hybrid Tiling, but employs the PolyMage autotuner [18] instead of our loop 1 We generated CUDA 10.0 using nvcc -O3 -arch=sm_61 on the 1080Ti
and nvv -O3 -arch=sm_70 on the V100. fusion algorithm. We used three threshold values of overlap, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.5, tile sizes from 1 to 32 in each dimension, and thread block size of 1 to 512 in each dimension. 3. H-Manual is Halide with expert-written schedules, taken from the Halide repository. 4. H-Auto is Halide with automatically generated schedules [16] and thread block sizes of 16×16×4. Table 4 shows the absolute execution times of all four experimental configurations on both GPUs. Moreover, the last group of values in the table report the speedup of PolyMage-GPU over the other three configurations. To summarize, on every benchmark, PolyMage-GPU is at least as fast than almost all the alternative configurations, and in many cases, significantly faster. The geomean speedup over Halide's autotuner (H-Auto) is 6.83× and 12.67× on the 1080Ti and V100 respectively. We believe this different occurs because the thread block size that H-Auto uses is better suited for the 1080Ti. Halide's expert-written schedules (H-Manual) fare better, but PolyMage-GPU is still faster with a geomean speedup of 2.15× and 1.73× on the 1080Ti and V100 respectively. (The expert-written schedules were optimized for the V100.) In general, PolyMage-GPU outperforms the other approaches because its fusion algorithm choses better thread block and tile sizes, and the runtime technique has lower synchronization cost, decreased shared memory usage, improved occupancy, and lower data access times with hybrid tiling. The only exception is the Bilateral Grid benchmark, where Halide's manual schedules are competitive with PolyMage-GPU. In this case, Halide can fuse its reduction stage, which PolyMage-GPU cannot do.
PolyMage-GPU is also faster than PolyMage-A. Moreover, the loop fusion algorithm in PolyMage-GPU runs in seconds, PolyMage-A takes up to 20 hours because PolyMage-A selects the same tile size and thread block sizes for all groups, hence, not exploring several high performance schedules. Figure 6 shows performance improvement of OTPW with automatic fusion in PolyMage-GPU and Hybrid Tiling in OTPW with automatic fusion in PolyMage-GPU over OTPTB model in Halide. For 5 out of 6 benchmarks OTPW performs better than OTPTB model in both GPUs. For the Unsharp Mask and Harris Corner PolyMage-GPU, H-Auto, and HManual use exactly the same grouping, but different thread block and tile sizes. On the other benchmarks, OTPW (PolyMage-GPU) performs better, because it produces groupings, with thread block sizes and tile sizes, and warp synchronization. There is no significant speedup for Pyramid Blending because the hard-coded thread block sizes in H-Auto are close to those found by our approach. However, PolyMage-GPU does group stages differently. Even though the expert-written schedule for Camera Pipeline inlines several functions that PolyMage-GPU does not, OTPW(PolyMage-GPU) still gives a significant speedup due to different grouping with thread block sizes and tile sizes.
Hybrid tiling makes OTPW faster by 1.2× (geomean). Both OTPW and H-Manual group all functions together inn Harris Corner and Unsharp Mask, but use different tile and thread block sizes. In Harris Corner, OTPW achieves an occupancy of 93.75% (limited due to due to shared memory usage of 6.375 KB per thread block). However, hybrid tiling achieves 100% occupancy. In Bilateral Grid, hybrid tiling is not performed because shared memory usage of best performing tile size did not decrease occupancy to less than 100%. In Pyramid Blending, hybrid tiling has a minor effect because shared memory usage does not affect occupancy for most groups.
Related Work
The state-of-the-art DSLs for image processing programs [18, 21, 22] all employ loop fusion and overlapped tiling to exploit locality between producer and consumer stages. Halide and Forma leverage GPUs and execute one overlapped tile per thread block. Halide's original CPU autosheduler [17] uses a greedy algorithm. Dynamic Programming Fusion [13] efficiently enumerates all possible fusion choices for a CPU. Halide has a newer autoscheduler [4] that uses beam search with a learned cost model for CPUs. Halide also has a GPU autoscheduler [16] that performs greedy function inlining and loop fusion with hard-coded thread block sizes for each tile.
Several techniques [6, 7, 10, 11, [23] [24] [25] support parallel execution of stencil computations on GPUs. Overlap tile per thread block (OTPTB) model is followed by techniques performing overlap tiling [11, 23, 24] . Rawat et al. [23] reduce the number of redundant computations in Overtile [11] by using a sliding window along one spatial dimension and performs overlapped tiling along other dimensions. Hybrid hexagonal classic tiling of [10] also executes one tile per thread block. None of the aforementioned works use OTPW model or store any portions of tiles in registers, which is a key component of the our hybrid tiling approach.
Hong and Kim [12] present a general analytical model to predict the performance of GPU kernels. However, advances in GPU architectures, including changes to their memory hierarchy, have made their model out of date. Prajapati et al. [20] present an analytical model for predicting the runtime of stencil computations tiled by [10] on GPU. Their model consists of shared memory usage, theoretical occupancy, and warp switching. However, they also did not consider other key factors: register usage, number of global memory transactions, achieved occupancy, and thread block sizes.
Other research projects have employed in-register storage and warp shuffles to improve the performance of GPU kernels [5, 8, 9, 15, 19, 26] . In contrast, our work is not restricted to one warp per thread block and is a hybrid technique that stores tiles in both registers and shared memory. To the best of our knowledge, this approach has not been presented in prior work.
Conclusion
In this paper, we presented (i) an execution model for image processing pipelines on GPUs that executes one overlapped tile per warp, (ii) hybrid tiling technique that stores half overlapped tile in shared memory and other half in registers and uses warp shuffles to prevent generating redundant computations for each thread, (iii) an automatic fusion technique for GPUs that considers several key factors affecting the performance of GPU kernels. On a GeForce GTX 1080Ti, we achieve a speedup of 2.15× over expert written schedules, 6.83× over autoscheduler, and 5.16× over autotuner. On a Tesla V100, we achieve a speedup of 1.72× over expert written schedules, 12.67× over autoscheduler, and 8.02× over autotuner. Our technique generate these schedules with in a few seconds while an autotuner takes up to 20 hours.
